Abstract. A numerical study is reported concerning the first and second singlet excited-states of acetophenone using the multireference self-consistent field (state-averaged CASSCF) method and tripla ζ basis set. The vertical excitation energies of low-lying excited-states were characterized using the SA-CASSCF method, as well as higher-level methods, such as CASPT2, MRCI and EOM-CCSD. The local minims and conical intersections found on the potential energy surfaces (PESs) were characterized in terms of molecular geometry and Mulliken population analysis. Different relaxation pathways on the PESs are identified and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Acetophenone (C6H5C(=O)CH3, AP) as the simplest aromatic ketone has become one of the classic aromatic carbonyl molecules for photochemical and spectroscopic studies. Due to the electronic excitation of the π electrons of the carbonyl group, electron charges can very easily migrate from the carbonyl fragment to the benzene ring and change the electronic structure of the aromatic ring. Aromatic carbonyl compounds differ from their aliphatic counterparts by exhibiting π electron conjugation between the aromatic and carbonyl groups, which influences the ordering of the n → π * and π → π * states, their photochemical reactivities, and the photodissociation mechanisms [1] [2] [3] . The electronic excited states of the acetophenone have already been studied by several authors. These theoretical works have mainly focused on vertical and adiabatic excitation energies [4] as well as on their photodissociation mechanisms [5] , while theoretical studies on its nonradiative relaxation through the socalled conical intersections (CIs) are rather limited. With close-lying n → π * and π → π * excited states in both singlet and triplet manifolds AP is also ideally suited for the experimental study of the physical processes of intersystem crossing and phosphorescence, as well as photochemical reactions of valence isomerization, bond breakage, and atom transfer [6] [7] [8] . The gas phase absorption spectrum for AP in the region of 210-380 nm exhibits three broad peaks centered at 325, 273 and 230 nm, which are assigned to the S 0 → S 1 , S 0 → S 2 and S 0 → S 3 transitions, respectively [9] .
In this work, we use high-level ab initio methods to reevaluate the vertical and adiabatic excitation energies of the two lowest singlet excited states and to explore the possible relaxation mechanisms through non-radiative processes. At the same time we will also focus on the comparison of different excited state energies and geometries with those obtained for benzene and other aromatic molecular structures.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometry optimization calculations and the localization of conical intersections between surfaces of the different electronic states of AP have been performed at the state-averaged CASSCF level of theory using the Molpro computational chemistry program package [10] . For this case the triple ζ def2-TZVP basis set [11] was taken and no symmetry restrictions were considered for the molecular geometry.
If we neglect the Rydberg states, the lowest excited states of the AP are originated from the excitations of the valence π and lone pair n O orbitals. Four π (one from C=O group of the carbonyl fragment and three from the benzene aromatic ring) and one n O lone pair orbitals, from the oxygen atom, are located on the AP molecule. Thus an appropriate active space in CASSCF should include these five occupied orbitals with ten electrons. On the other hand, describing correctly the valence π excitation of the benzene molecule, according to Robb [12] , we should consider at least three virtual orbitals in our active space. So, the final active space must contain four occupied orbitals, three virtual orbitals and eight electrons. The active space for the AP would be (10, 8) , the nomenclature (n,m) denoting here an active space of n electrons and m orbitals. For the (10, 8) active space, the number of configuration state functions (CSF) generated is 1176 while the number of Slater determinants is 3136.
In order to take into account the effect of electron correlations (static and dynamic) for the vertical excitation energies evaluation, we have performed further calculations using higher-level methods: (i) multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) [13] with Davidson (D) correction [14] , (ii) multi state second-order multireference perturbation theory (MS-CASPT2) [15] , and (iii) equation-of-motion coupled-cluster theory for excited states (EOM-CCSD) [16] [17] [18] . For all these cases we used again the Molpro [10] software. In case of MS-CASPT2 calculations a level shift [19, 20] parameter of 0.2 was considered. For all multireference and singlereference CC2 [21] methods the first two electronic singlet excited states, S 1 and S 2 , were accounted for. In case of CC2 method the Laplace Transformed Local CC2 version (LT-DF-LCC2) [22] [23] [24] with Density-Fitting [25] [26] [27] approximation was used together with the cc-pVTZ auxiliary basis set [28, 29] (JKFIT and MP2FIT). The molecular graphics (figures) were created using the Avogadro [30] software.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As we have already mentioned in the previous section, the ground state optimized geometry structure of AP was obtained using the SA-MCSCF method with def2-TZVP basis set, considering the (10,8) active space configuration. Its geometry is shown in Figure 1 . In case of the ground state geometry we found that the benzene ring showing a slight deviation from its value [31] in the perfect aromatic ring. The C-C bond distances are: 1.379 Å -1.391 Å -1.384 Å -1.394 Å -1.382 Å -1.397 Å, respectively, while the C=O distance is 1.203 Å.
Vertical excitation energy. The vertical excitation energies up to the second excited level calculated with different theoretical methods are presented in Table 1 . It Figure 1 . The optimized ground state geometry structure of the acetophenone was found that the first excited state energy is close to 4.50 eV, while the second excited state energy is around 5.00-5.50 eV. These values are in good agreement with the experimental results [9] . Namely, for the first excited energy (n → π * transition) the applied methods either at Hartree-Fock or electron correlation levels Figure 2 . Two different conical intersection geometries between the ground and first excited state PESs lator strength one was observed that the S 0 → S 1 transition is a dark state and only the second excited state (S 2 ) can be reached via the vertical excitation. In this way is very interesting to see the relaxation pathways of the AP molecule without to include the dissociation of the fragments. Equilibrium geometries. A critical issue for the laserinduced excitation of a molecule is to find, for the excited states, different stationary points on the potential energy surfaces (PES) and possible intersections between different PESs. For the beginning let us to analyze the equilibrium geometries for both excited state levels. The topology of the equilibrium structure of the first excited state is rather similar to the ground state geometry where only the C-C bonds of the benzene ring and the C=O double bond of the acetone fragment differs a little bit form the same values obtained for the ground state geometry. For this case the C-C bond distances are: 1.439 Å -1.429 Å -1.422 Å -1.422 Å -1.430 Å -1.437 Å, respectively, while the C=O distance is 1.194 Å. The longest C-C bond distances are obtained for bonds neighbors with the C-C bond bridge which connects the benzene fragment with the carbonyl group (See Figure 1) . As we can see, there is a more pronounced deviation from the perfect aromatic structure as one was obtained for the benzene ring in the ground state geometry. The reference energy of this stationary point is 4.54 eV obtained for CASSCF level of theory. This equilibrium geometry is also characterized by a different charge distribution. While in the vertical case we found 0.095e charge migration from the carbonyl fragment to the benzene, for the adiabatic case there is a small amount of 0.007e charge moves back from the benzene ring to the carbonyl fragment. As regards the spatial configuration of the atoms, the equilibrium geometry of the second excited state (where the S 0 equilibrium configuration was taken as the starting geometry) still keep the same arrangement as the ground or first excited states, namely the planar ring form. The difference is in the C-C bond lengths. For this case the C-C bond distances are: 1.457 Å -1.416 Å -1.372 Å -1.404 Å -1.448 Å -1.458 Å, respectively, while the C=O distance is 1.222 Å. Here we can clearly identify two bonds with near double bond characters and other four bonds with single bond character. This equilibrium geometry of the benzene ring is rather different from the benzene ring behavior in other molecular complexes. We have found in case of 5-benzyluracil [32] that there is no any equilibrium structure with planar ring configuration for the benzene fragment before the system reaches the CI between the first and second excited state potential energy surfaces. The reference energy of this stationary point is 5.29 eV. In this case the picture of the charge redistribution is much more pronounced. While in the vertical case the benzene ring was positively charged (0.086e charge moved from the benzene ring to the carbonyl fragment), in the adiabatic case the benzene ring have an extra negative charge (-0.080e), which means that 0.19e charge moves back from the carbonyl group to the benzene ring.
Both the S 1 and S 2 equilibrium geometries are proper to benzene ring deformation. Besides of this ring deformation one would expect to have changes also on the carbonyl fragment. From our experience [32] the energy gradients of the vertical excitations prefer some welldefined directions, which in our case is the benzene ring deformation. In order to have geometry changes also at the carbonyl branch we have prepared a special starting geometry where the C=O bond was already enlarged closer to the single bond character. In this way we have obtained a new equilibrium geometry which shows significant deformations at the carbonyl part but also some C-C bond length changes at the benzene ring. The bond lengths are: for C-C bonds of benzene 1.416 Å -1.366 Å -1.392 Å -1.386 Å -1.371 Å -1.414 Å, respectively, while the C=O distance is 1.389 Å. The position of the oxygen atoms almost coincides with the benzene plane, its dihedral angle is only 4.6°. The reference energy of this stationary point is 3.34 eV, which is lower with more than 1 eV compared with the energy of the equilibrium geometry having the benzene aromatic ring changed. In this case 0.019e electron charge moves back from the carbonyl group to the benzene ring. Similarly, starting geometry optimization at the second excited state level from this slightly modified geometry configuration we obtain a new stationary configuration where the C=O bond is much more weakened than for the S 1 case. The bond lengths are: for C-C bonds of benzene 1.449 Å -1.334 Å -1.450 Å -1.359 Å -1.398 Å -1.474 Å, respectively, while the C=O distance is 1.479 Å. For this case the reference energy is 6.05 eV which is higher with 0.76 eV than the previously obtained for stationary geometry on the S 2 PES.
Critical points on the PES. The critical points such CIs or avoided crossings (ACs) are very important from the point of view of the molecular relaxation (nonradiative) processes. The non-radiative relaxation pathways are built by geometry relaxation processes on the certain PES, then overcome different potential barriers and pass from one PES to another through the CIs and finally go down to the ground state geometry. For the transition between the ground and first excited states the benzene molecule has six equivalent geometries. In the AP case, being attached a carbonyl group to one of the carbon atoms from the benzene ring, the symmetry of these equivalent CI geometries is broken and appears different geometry configurations (See Figure 2) with slightly different energies (The reference energy is 5.17 eV for case (a) and 5.26 eV for (b)). Comparing these CI energies with the energy of the stationary points on the S 1 PES we can observe that there is no significant energy difference between the CI and that equilibrium geometry where we have found deformation only for the benzene ring configuration. If the geometry relaxation on the S 1 PES moves towards the carbonyl relaxation channel, there is a significant energy barrier for reaching the CI point from the stationary geometry.
CONCLUSIONS
A numerical study was reported concerning the first and second singlet excited-states of acetophenone using the multireference self-consistent field (state-averaged CASSCF) method and tripla ζ basis set. The vertical excitation energies of low-lying excited-states were characterized using the SA-CASSCF method, as well as higher-level methods, such as CASPT2, MRCI and EOM-CCSD. The results show that the first vertical excited state of the acetophenone shows similarity with the acetone's first excited state, while the second vertical excited state of the acetophenone has benzene character. The relaxation pathways of the acetophenone started from the second vertical excited state most probably follows the benzene ring relaxation mechanism. The study of higher order CI points and energy barriers exceeds the maximum length of this proceedings paper. More detailed study which includes the obtained CI geometries and the geometry of the triplet states are needed in order to have a global picture about the non-radiative processes in acetophenone.
